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Abstract
This thesis investigates the performance of proposedmodified Active Remote Dynamic
Absorber (ARDA) systems. The modification is intended to improve the practicability of
the previously proposed ARDA technique. The current ARDA concept utilizes an
absorber system identical to the primary system (the system whose vibration is to be
controlled) and two voltage amplifiers. The modification to the current ARDA system
employs one amplifier only and a smaller absorber system. The mathematical model of
the modified ARDA systems is developed based on a finite element approach. The
developedmathematical model is programmed and solved usingMaple. The program is
validated by comparing the first two natural frequencies of the uncontrolled primary
system (yielded by the program itself) with those engendered by the exact solution of the
continuous system, the commercial finite element program ANSYS, and the
experimental work.
The results of the analyses do not demonstrate a significant improvement over the current
ARDA system. For the modified ARDA system to be practical, the system requires a
high amplifier gain and a large absorber system. The investigation results suggest that
further efforts is needed to explore the feasibility of the modified ARDA system, such as
investigating the effects of different materials of the absorber beam and the use ofmore
advanced sensors or actuators.
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Nomenclatures
A = cross sectional area (in2)
Ab = cross sectional area of the aluminum beam (in2)
Ap = cross sectional area of the piezoelectric element (in2)
D = distance between centers of gravity, along the y-axis, of beam and piezoelectric patch (in)
E = modulus of elasticity (psi)
Eb = modulus of elasticity of the aluminum beam (psi)
Ep = modulus of elasticity of the piezoelectric element (psi)
h = length of an element (applicable for finite element analysis) (in)
I = area moment of inertia (in4)
lb = area moment of inertia of the aluminum beam (in4)
Ip = area moment of inertia of the piezoelectric element (in4)
lb = length of the untreated portion of the beam (in)
lp = length of the piezoelectric element (in)
M =Moment (inlb)
tp = thickness of the piezoelectric element (in)
tb = thickness of the aluminum beam (in)
V = Shear force (lb)
w = width (in)
y = displacement along the y-axis (in)
9 = slope
p = density (lb-s2/in4)
Pb = density of the aluminum beam (lb-s2/in4)
pp = density of the piezoelectric element (lb-s2/in4)
to = frequency (rad/s)
1. Introduction
Undesirable vibrations of structures introduce premature fatigue failures. Efforts have
been put into controlling the unwanted structural vibrations. This thesis is a contribution
to such work.
1.1 Literature Review
Several different methods to suppress unwanted vibrations of structures have been
studied and developed over the years. Most techniques are based on three principles
(Nichols and Ghoneim, 2002):
1) dissipation of the excessive energy of vibration usually in the form of heat (dashpot
and automotive suspension shock absorber, for instance),
2) absorption of the excessive energy of vibration via a secondary attachment, and/or
3) control of the excessive vibration by adding external energy which provides the
necessary vibration-controlling (active and semi-active) force.
The existing energy absorbing techniques could be grouped into three categories:
1) Mechanical Dynamic Absorber Technique
2) Electrical Dynamic Absorber Technique
3) Electromechanical Dynamic Absorber Technique
The term absorber refers to any structure or system that absorbs excessive vibration
energy from a primary structure at resonance. A primary structure is a structure whose
vibration is to be controlled.
Mechanical Dynamic Absorber Technique:
The first technique, mechanical dynamic absorber, employs a secondary appendage
(absorber) whose resonant frequency matches a natural frequency of the primary
structure. The absorber is mechanically attached to the primary structure through its
springs or damping elements. When the absorber's natural frequency equals to that of the
primary structure, the absorber is considered tuned to the primary structure. In some
cases, to control the primary structural vibration at multiple frequencies, the absorber
could be tuned to more than one natural frequency. This method of vibration control is
passive, meaning no external control force is required. There are two generic types of
mechanical dynamic absorbers, undamped and damped dynamic absorbers.
An undamped dynamic absorber, in its simplest configuration, consists of a spring and a
mass. This form of dynamic absorber is called undamped dynamic absorber because it
does not contain any damping elements. At resonance, the tuned absorber exerts a force
on the primary structure equal and opposite to the primary structure's vibration force
(Thomson andDahleh, 1998). As a result, the absorber reduces the primary structure's
response to zero.
A damped dynamic absorber is constructed with a spring, amass, and a damping element
such as dashpot, or a number of each component depending on frequencies of interest.
The damping element of the absorber dissipates the vibration energy transferred from the
primary system. At resonance, the absorber exerts a force opposite, but not equal, to the
primary system's vibration force. Consequently, the absorber reduces the vibration of the
primary system a significant amount, but not to zero. However, its range of effective
operating frequency is wider than that of the undamped dynamic absorber, which makes
the damped dynamic absorbermore practical in many cases.
Mechanical Dynamic Absorber concept has been implemented in many practical
applications for several years. Common examples include dynamic absorbers on exhaust
catalytic converters in automobiles (Fox, 2004), on buildings, as a defense mechanism
against structural vibration due to earthquake (Christopher Ting-Kong, 1999), and on
rotatingmachinery, such as centrifugal pumps (Fox, 2004). Another example is the use
of a fin as a dynamic absorber attached to a five-hole probe (Kimerer, 1993). A five-hole
probe is an instrument used to determine the three-dimensional flow vector of a point in
flow field. The excessive vibration of this equipment introduces inaccuracies. The fin was
tested under normal operating conditions. The experimental results exhibited a significant
reduction of the vibration of the probe compared to the device without the fin.
Another passive technique that could also be categorized as amechanical dynamic
absorbermethod, due to its purely mechanical and passive nature, is fluid surface
damping. Sakai and Takaeda, in 1989, introduced a concept of a tuned U-tube used to
absorb excessive vibration energy of a structure. This method usually is applied to low-
natural-frequency structures. In 1996, Ghoneim introducedResonant Fluid Surface
Damping for beam-like structures. The technique utilizes a fluidic resonator to absorb the
excessive vibration energy of the beam. The beam is the primary structure in this case.
However, this technique is still in the research and development stage. A concept to
suppress vibration at various temperatures utilizing fluid surface damping for simply
supported beams was also investigated (Ghoneim, 1997). This study compared fluid
surface damping (FSD) to constrained layer damping (CLD). The conclusion was that
FSD yields higher potential for vibration suppression of the beam at higher frequency and
is more effective over a wide temperature range. It was suggested that further analytical
and experimental investigations are necessary prior to any practical applications.
The Mechanical Dynamic Absorber Technique is simple, passive, and purely mechanical.
However, there are some disadvantages associated with this concept. One obvious
negative aspect of this method is the weight added to the structure could possibly
introduce undesirable change in the primary structure. In some cases, space constraints
are of critical importance in structural designs. In addition, this method introduces
difficulties when it is necessary to suppress vibrations atmultiple modes. If these factors
were not something that could be compromised, this technique would not be practical.
Electrical Dynamic Absorber Technique:
The downsides of the mechanical dynamic absorbermethod have given scientists and
engineers motivation and reasons to explore electrical dynamic absorber techniques. In
the late 1970' s, Edwards andMiyakama introduced Electrical Dynamic Absorber
Concept. This method utilizes an inductor or a resistor (or a combination of the two) in
conjunction with piezoelectric element which is physically directly attached (glued, for
instance) to the primary structure. Naturally, piezoelectric elements convert mechanical
strain energy into electrical potential energy (voltage) and vice versa. This property of
piezoelectric elements makes it possible to utilize an electrical circuit as a dynamic
vibration absorber for a mechanical structure.
In an electrical sense, the piezoelectric element serves as a capacitor in the circuit. A
circuit that consists of an inductor and a capacitor is called a shunt circuit. If a shunt
circuit contains a resistor, it is called damped shunt circuit; otherwise it is called
undamped shunt circuit, since a resistor in electrical systems is analogous to a damping
element in mechanical systems. In either case, the electrical shunt circuit is tuned to the
primary structure's vibration mode to be damped.
An undamped shunt circuit works similarly to the mechanical undamped dynamic
absorber. The piezoelectric element converts the mechanical strain energy, transferred
from the primary structure as it vibrates, into electrical potential energy. The inductor
absorbs the energy from the piezoelectric element and then applies an equal and opposite
voltage back to the piezoelectric element. Consequently, the piezoelectric element
converts the voltage into mechanical strain energy. The piezoelectric element finally
applies the mechanical strain energy to the primary structure, therefore, suppresses the
vibrations.
The basic principle of the piezoelectric damped shunt (Hagood and Flotow, 1991) is as
follows: The mechanical vibration energy of a structure is converted to electrical energy
by the piezoelectric element. The energy is then dissipated as heat through a resistor in
the external shunt circuit. Due to the dissipation of energy, the vibration of structure is
suppressed.
A limitation of the shunt circuit designed by Hagood and Flotow is that when the
resistance becomes large, the device no longer suppresses the vibrations. Shu-yauWu, in
1996, rearranged the shunt circuit such that the resistor is in parallel with the inductor,
instead of being in series as proposed by Hagood and Flotow. In his paper, a cantilever
beam was used as the primary structure. The analytical results demonstrated that the peak
amplitude of the displacement vs. frequency plot of a structural mode decreases with the
increase of shunt resistance, hence, preserved the circuit's ability to suppress vibrations
even when resistance is high. This concept was experimented and presented, in 1997
(Shu-yau Wu, 1997), on several composite structures. The results of the experiment
showed a considerably significant reduction in response amplitude.
One of the obstacles of this concept is that, for varying frequencies, the absorber has to be
re-tuned in order for it to work. As an effort to suppress multiple modes of vibration,
Shu-yau Wu designed various R-L shunt circuits for each mode, while only one
piezoelectric element was used (Shu-yauWu, 1997). The R-L circuits were used along
with a
"blocking"
circuit. The "blocking" circuit allowed the external shunt circuit, as a
whole, to be tuned to multiple resonant frequencies, which made it possible to suppress
several modes of structural vibrations. The "blocking" circuit consists of one parallel
capacitor and inductor anti-resonant circuit or a series of them, depending on the number
of vibration modes to be damped simultaneously. The experimental results contained in
Wu's paper showed a successful damping of the first and second modes of more than 10
dB. In the same year, a tunable electrically shunted piezoceremic vibration absorber was
developed (Davis et al, 1997). The paper presented a straightforward method for tuning
the absorber. This concept was accomplished by electrically shunting a piezoceremic
inertial actuator. The basic idea here is to tune it by changing the electrical impedance of
the external shunt circuit. As another alternative to reduce vibrations over a wide range of
frequencies, the shunt circuit was rearranged allowing resistance to be altered
electronically (Fein and Gaul, 2004).
A practical application of Electrical Dynamic Absorber was presented in 2000 by Shu-
yauWu. The concept was applied to a component of an aircraft. The experiment
demonstrated that the shunt circuit successfully controlled two modes of structural
vibration. It was believed that the shunt damping results could be better if the shunt
circuits were designed and implemented with automatic frequency tracking circuits. The
experiments are yet to be performed to validate this hypothesis.
Electromechanical Dynamic AbsorberTechnique:
In cases where the electrical or mechanical dynamic absorber technique is not practical or
economical, designers may consider a technique called Electromechanical Dynamic
Absorber. This concept was first introduced by Anderson et al (1999). It employs a
combination of piezoelectric element, attached to the primary and absorber structures,
and electrical connection (coupling) between them. Theirwork successfully proved the
occurring of energy transfer by the beating phenomenon between the two structures.
However, the vibration suppression effectiveness at and around resonance was not
addressed (Nichols and Ghoneim, 2002). In 2002, based on this concept, Nichols and
Ghoneim established a passive method called tuned Remote Dynamic Absorber (RDA)
technique. In their paper, the efficiency of vibration suppression at and around resonance
was presented. The technique has proven to be promising. Further discussion of this
technique is presented in detail in the RDA Discussion Section (Section 1.2).
Although the RDA technique works very well, the range of operating frequencies is very
narrow. To increase this range, Ghoneim (2002) proposed a technique called the Active
RemoteDynamic Absorber (ARDA) Method. This technique makes use of a
piezoelectric element and mechanical dynamic absorber. The working principle is similar
to the RDA technique. However, the electrical signals (responses) are amplified to
increase the operating frequency range, which makes it an active technique, and the
absorber was identical to the primary structure. This technique is discussed in detail in
the ARDA Discussion Section (Section 1.3).
This thesis is a continuation of the ARDA technique. In order to enhance the
practicability of this concept, the feasibility of using one amplifier (instead of two) and a
smaller absorber is investigated. A schematic of such system is shown in Figure 1.1.1.
Please note that the piezoelectric elements used here perform functions of actuators only.
Piezoelectric
Element
Electrical Signal Flow
Figure 1.1.1: A Schematic ofModified ARDA System
In addition, a simpler common feedback system whose configuration is shown in Figure
1.1.2 is also analyzed. The analysis results are used as a basis for comparison with the
modified ARDA system. In this case, a response at the tip of the beam is fed back to the
piezoelectric element through an amplifier gain, k. The piezoelectric element again acts
as an actuator only.
ftbO /o
2 / Figure 1.1.2: Common Feedback System
1.2 RDA Discussion
As previously addressed in the introduction, this method was presented by Nichols and
Ghoneim in 2002. This passive technique of vibration suppression utilizes piezoelectric
elements and a mechanical dynamic absorber. Since the piezoelectric elements were
found to generate a relatively large amount of force (CR. Fuller, S.J. Elliot, & P.A.
Nelson, [116]), this technique is worth studying.
1.2.1 Introduction to RDA
To demonstrate the fundamental working principle, consider two two-degree-of-freedom
(DOF) systems coupled by a stiffness Kc shown in Figure 1.2.1. The entire system, the
primary system coupled with the absorber system, is referred to as the coupled RDA
system. This four-DOF lumpedmodel is used to predict the frequency response functions
(FRFs) of the primary structure contained in the actual coupled RDA system whose
schematic is shown in Figure1.2.2 (Nichols and Ghoneim, 2002). The primary and
absorber systems in Figure 1.2.1 represent the primary and absorber structures in Figure
1.2.2, respectively. Although, in Nichols and Ghoneim's work, the actual coupled RDA
system was modeled as a two coupled single-DOF system, the four-DOF lumped model
is a more accurate representation of the actual coupled RDA system, therefore, presented.
Primary System
r Xl
M.
Exciting Force
K2
4v\AAH ' KAAAH
/
M,
Absorber System
1 ^X2 | ? x4
M,
K4
r x3
M3hAAAH 'rVWV;
Kc
WW
K3 /
Figure 1.2.1: Four-DOF Lumped Model of the Coupled RDA System
In Figure 1.2.2, the two structures are lightly coupled by the electric compliance of the
piezoelectric elements, represented by the coupling spring Kc in Figure 1.2.1. This
coupling stiffness represents the change in the electromechanical modulus of
piezoelectric elements as the two beams are coupled.
Piezoelectric
Element
Absorber
^''Structure
Primary Beam
Figure 1.2.2: Actual Coupled RDA System
The derivation of the frequency response function is shown in the Coupled RDA
Mathematical Model Section (Section 1.2.2). The derivation also includes the Tuning
Principle, which is required for the RDA concept to work, used in Nichols and
Ghoneim'
s paper.
In general, for a vibration suppression technique to be practical, a wide range of operating
frequency has to be achieved. Nichols and Ghoneim found that, in order to obtain a
reasonably wide operating frequency range, the value ofKc has to be unrealistically high.
Another factor that complicates the practicability of this technique is that the absorber has
to be tuned. Nichols and Ghoneim's Tuning Principle and experimental results showed
that the tuned absorber could not be identical to the primary structure. Although the
validity of the concept was confirmed, the practicability still remains questionable
because of its narrow range of operating frequency and the difficulty of designing a tuned
RDA.
1.2.2 Coupled RDA Mathematical Model
The mathematical model to be presented here is a four-DOF lumpedmodel shown in
Figure 1.2.3 (redrawn from Figure 1.2.1 for convenience). This lumpedmodel was used
to predict the FRFs of the coupled primary system and it was shown that the
electromechanical stiffness upon coupling of the two beams is similar, but not identical,
to the coupling stiffness, Kc (Nichols and Ghoneim, 2002). As mentioned, the RDA
lumped model presented here is a slight modification of the model used in Nichols and
Ghoneim'
s work in 2002. According to Nichols and Ghoneim, the primary and the
absorber systems each consisted of a spring and amass. The two systems are coupled
together by coupling stiffness, Kc. As shown in Figure 1.2.3, a mass and a spring were
added to each system. Since there are two springs and two masses (instead of one of
each) in each system, this model would be a more accurate representation of the actual
coupled RDA system.
Primary System Absorber System
A k,
/VW\H
Exciting Force, fi
r-> Xi i ? X2
r ?
M,
k2
WW M2
X4
M4
k*
r x3
M3
rvVvVTrvVvVj;
Kc
WW
/
Figure 1.2.3: Four-DOF Lumped Model of the Coupled RDA System
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Equations ofmotion of the system shown in Figure 1.2.3 are:
Mx 0 0 0
"
"V rCi ~r K,y i /C -k2 -K 0
"
V r/ii
0 M2 0 0 *2
+
-k2 k2 0 0 X2 0
0 0 M3 0 x3 -K 0 ^3 "T /C^ T* fCc -K X3 0
0 0 0 M4_A. 0 0 "*4 K\ .X*. 0
To solve this system of equations, we assume solutions to be:
*i
X,
eim
andfi=Fie
lfflt
where Xi, X2, X3, X4, and Fi are amplitudes independent of time, t. Therefore, the system
of equations can be expressed as follows:
(-(o2Mi)Xi + (ki + k2 + kc)Xi - k2X2 - kcX3 = Fi
(-co2M2)X2 - k2Xj + k2X2 = 0
(-(o2M3)X3 + (k3 + kt + kc)X3 - IC4X4 - kcXi = 0
(-a)2M4)X4 - k4X3 + IC4X4 = 0
Solve for frequency response, | X2/F1 1 :
(1.2.1)
(1.2.2)
(1.2.3)
(1.2.4)
1
- arMxB + (ifc, + k2 + kc )B - k2 - kcAB
(1.2.5)
Where: A =
K
k3+k4+kc-Q)2M2 -
^
k4-ct)2M4
andB =
(k, -ot)2M2a* \
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RDA Tuning Principle
Tuning of the RDA is different from other concepts mentioned earlier in the introduction.
For the RDA concept, the natural frequencies of the absorber do not equal to those of the
primary system (Nichols and Ghoneim, 2002). Upon substituting A and B in Equation
(1.2.5), if the numerator of the fraction on the right hand side of the resulting equation
equals to zero, the frequency response |X2/Fi| becomes zero. Hence, the peak vibration
amplitude of the coupled primary system is completely suppressed. In this situation, the
tuning occurs. As presented in Nichols and
Ghoneim'
s work in 2002 and can be proven
in Equation (1.2.5), if the absorber system is identical to the primary system, the absorber
system will not suppress the vibration. The following is the tuning equation (the equation
that makes IX2/F1I in Equation 1.2.5, after substituting A and B, equal to zero):
k2
k3+k4+kc -a)znM3 i = 0 (1.2.6)
k4-Q)2nM4
where (0n are the natural frequencies of the primary system.
As an example, letMi = M2 =M3 = M4 = 1 and ki = k2 = 16. The values of G)ni,n2 (the
first and second natural frequencies of the primary system) are calculated, as
demonstrated in Appendix A, to be 24 8 yfE rad/s. Substitute (Qni,n2 for con in Equation
(1.2.6) to create 2 equations and solve them simultaneously for k3 and ki, yields:
k3 = 16 - kc and ki = 16
With varying kc (1, 5, 10, and 15), FRF plots of the system shown in Figure 1.2.3 are
generated and shown in Figures 1.2.4-1.2.7. The red and the green curves represent FRFs
of the coupled and uncoupled primary system, respectively. Note that as kc increases, the
width of the operating frequency ranges increases.
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1.3 ARDA Discussion
The ARDA technique is a modification of the RDA, which was discussed in Section 1.2.
The two conceptual differences between the ARDA technique and the RDA method are:
1) In ARDA system, the electrical signals going from the primary structure to the
absorber and from the absorber back to the primary structure are amplified
and
2) For the ARDA system, the absorber and the primary structures are identical. This
contrasts to the coupled RDA system where the absorber is slightly different than the
primary system in order to achieve tuning (refer to Section 1.2).
1.3.1 Introduction to ARDA
As presented in Ghoneim's paper, the system studied consisted of two cantilever beams
with piezoelectric element attached as shown in Figure 1.3.1. The two structures are
connected (coupled) electrically. When the primary structure is excited at its resonance,
the responses (electrical signals) are sensed by means of accelerometer or laser
vibrometer (velocity) at the free end of the structure. The signals are then amplified (by
Kgi) and fed to the piezoelectric element at the absorber structure. The piezoelectric
element converts the electrical signals (electrical energy) to mechanical strain energy,
thus vibrating the absorber structure. The responses (electrical signals) caused by the
vibration of the absorber is sensed (by means of accelerometer or laser vibrometer at the
free end of the structure), amplified (by Kg2), and fed back to the piezoelectric element at
the primary structure. Such electrical signals are converted by the piezoelectric element
to mechanical strain energy, which acts opposite to the exciting (vibrating) force.
Therefore, the excessive vibration is suppressed.
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Figure 1.3.1: TheActual ARDA System
To illustrate the fundamental working principle of the actual ARDA system in Figure
1.3.1, the system is modeled as a four-DOF lumped system as shown in Figure 1.3.2. The
primary and absorber systems represent the primary and absorber structures in the actual
ARDA system, respectively.
Primary System Absorber System
Kg2
A K,
;r Xl r x2
Exciting Force
WWV
' WW
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M2
r x4
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K,
r x3
hAAAH JrWWf
? Kgi
I
_l
K3 /
Figure 1.3.2: 4-DOF LumpedModel of the ARDA System
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The derivation of the frequency response function is shown in the ARDA Mathematical
Model Section (Section 1.3.2). Frequency response of the four-DOF spring-mass system
in Figure 1.3.2 was determined and used to generate the plots in Figures 1.3.3 and 1.3.4
(|X2/Fi| vs. Driving Frequencies with various values of KGi and KG2) to demonstrate the
feasibility of this concept. Note: The red and the green curves represent the FRFs of the
coupled and uncoupled primary system, respectively.
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Figure 1.3.3: FRFs of theARDA Coupled (kci=kG2 = 4) and Uncoupled Primary System
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A clear advantage of the ARDA technique over the RDA is the wider range of operating
frequencies. However, the need for high amplifier gains still raises the question whether
this technique is practical or not.
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1.3.2 ARDA Mathematical Model
The actual ARDA system is modeled as a four-DOF lumped system shown in Figure
1.3.2. For convenience, the figure is redrawn and displayed in Figure 1.3.5.
Primary System Absorber System
A *
:rx,
Mi
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kG2 <
r x2
/WWThMArl
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r x4
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U
r x3
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"S"
i
_i
/
Figure 1.3.5: 4-DOF Lumped Model ofARDA System
Equations ofmotion of the system shown in Figure 1.3.5 are:
*i 0 0 0 xi Kj + k2 -k2 0
0
0
M2
0
0
M3
0
0
X2
x3
+
"*2
0
k2
~'CGl
0
0 0 0 M4 x4 0 0 -K
^G2
~xi~ 7,"
0 x2 0
-K x3 0
k4 X4. 0
To solve this system of equations, we assume solutions to be:
\Xl]
X2 x2
x3 x3
X4. -x*\
e,a*
andfi=Fie
10)t
where Xi, X2, X3, X, and Fi are amplitudes independent of time, t. Therefore, the system
of equations can be expressed as follows:
(-to2Mi + ki + k2)X! - k2X2 - ko2X4 = Fi
-k2Xi + (-a)2M2 + k2)X2 = 0
(1.3.1)
(1.3.2)
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-koiX2 + (-(02M3 + k3 + U)X3 - kiXj = 0 (1 .3.3)
-ldXs + (-o)2M4 + k4)X4=0 (1 .3.4)
Solve for FRF, IXz/fJ:
1X2
*i (-2 M ! + *, + k2 )B - k2 - kG2A
where A = -> ; r
[rQ)2M3+k3+k4f-k4
-0)2M^+kn
a =
(1.3.5)
C = rm2M4-k4\
*
Upon substituting A and B in Equation (1.3.5), if the numerator of the right hand side of
the equation equals to zero, the tuning occurs. The tuning equation is:
-ton4M3M4 + o)n2(Mtk3 +Mtki +M3ki) - k3ki = 0 (1 .3.6)
where (0n is the natural frequencies of the primary system.
It can be shown that tuning can be achieved only when a natural frequency of the
absorber equals to that of the primary system. Plots in Figures 1.3.6-1.3.8 show frequency
response | X2/F1 1 when the two systems are identical, ki = k2 = k3 = ki = 16 andMi = M2
= M3 =Mi = 1 while kci and kc2 are varied. Green and red curves are the frequency
response | X2/F1 1 of the uncoupled and coupled primary system, respectively. Note that
the width of operating frequency range increases as koi or kG2 increases.
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More accurate predictions of the FRFs of the coupled primary system can be obtained if
damping is added as shown in Figure 1.3.9.
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Figure 1.3.9: ARDA 4-DOF Lumped Model with Damping
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Equations ofmotion are:
M, 0 0 0 *1 0 0 0 ~C2 i, Kj + k2 -k2 0 kG2 xi 17,
0
0
M2
0
0
M3
0
0
X2
x3
+
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
X2
X3
+
-k2
0
k2 0 0
"*4
X2
x3
=
0
0
0 0 0 mJ x*. 0 0 0 0 -X4. 0 0 -K K x4 0
To solve this system of equations, we assume solutions to be:
V fXll
X2 *2
x3 x3
X*. lxA
eimandfi=Fie'l(Dt
where Xi, X2, X3, X4, and Fi are amplitudes independent of time, t. Therefore, the system
of equations can be expressed as follows:
(-co2M! + ki + k2)Xi - k2X2 - (kG2+c2wi)X4 = Fi
-k2Xi + (-a)2M2-i-k2)X2 = 0
-(koi+ci(oi)X2 + (-cd2M3 + k3 + kt)X3 - kiXt = 0
-kiX3 + (-ti)2M4 + k4)X4= 0
Solve for |X^i | :
X,_ = 1
Fj - (o2MxB - c2ariA+ (kt +k2)B-k2- kG2A Ei +H
(1.3.7)
(1.3.8)
(1.3.9)
(1.3.10)
1
Therefore,
A
1
Jh2
+
e2
-k2+a)2M2
where A = , B =
c-fiA + kG1
(-et)2M3 +k3+k4)D- k4
,D
=
-k4+a)2M4
, E = c2coA,
andH = (-(02Mi + ki + k2)D - k2 -kc2A.
Substituting Mi = M2 = M3 =Mt = 1 and ki = k2 = k3 = ki = 16 (identical systems), plots
of frequency response |X^i | with koi = kc2 = 4 are generated and shown in Figure
1.3.10. Green curve is the frequency response | X2/Fi | of the uncoupled system. Red
curve represents the frequency response of the coupled system with ci = c2 = 1.
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Figure 1.3.10: FRFs of the Uncoupled and the Damped ARDA Coupled Primary
System
With damping, the absorber appears to suppress vibrations of the primary systemmore
effectively over a wider range of operating frequencies.
a\i
Note that, although the tuning requires the natural frequencies of the primary and
absorber systems to equal, the two systems need not be identical, which leads to the use
of a smaller absorber in the modified ARDA system. As an example, refer to Figure
1.3.5, M3 andMt are arbitrarily chosen to be 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. From Section
1.2.2, if the primary system consists ofMi = M2 = 1 and ki = k2 = 16, the natural
frequencies of the uncoupled primary system are determined to be 24 8V5 rad/s. It can
be shown that the natural frequencies of the absorber system, C0i,2, can be calculated
using the equation below.
\k3M4 +k4M4 +M3k4 +-v^32M42+2k3M4X -2M3M4k3k4 +k4M4 +2k42M4M3 +M3\
2M3M4
24
To tune the absorber system, set 0)i,2 to equal to the natural frequencies of the primary
system, 24 8V5 rad/s. Then solve for k3 and ki, which are found to be 19.376 and
1.321, respectively. ParametersMi = M2 = 1, ki = k2 = 16, M3 = 0.5, M4 = 0.2, k3 =
19.376, and kj = 1.321 are used to generate plots of frequency response | X2/Fi | while
varying kGi and ko2, shown in Figures 1.3. 1 1-1.3. 13. Green and red curves are the
frequency responses | X2/Fi | of the uncoupled and coupled primary system, respectively.
Observe the increase in the width of the operable frequency range as kci or ko2 increases.
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2. Preliminary Investigation
As mentioned in the introduction, the objective of this thesis is to explore possible improvements of
the practicability of the ARDA technique. To investigate such possibilities, mathematical analyses
are performed to predict the effects of different parameters on the performances of the modified
ARDA system (Figure 1.1.1). The analytical approach selected is based on the Galerkin Finite
ElementMethod implemented inMaple (a mathematics software package). This technique is
referred to throughout the thesis as the customfinite element analysis, which is validated in this
chapter.
To gain some confidence on the custom finite element analysis, two other approaches are applied to
calculate the first two natural frequencies of a transverse uncontrolled cantilevered beam with
piezoelectric elements attached, shown in Figure 2. The two approaches are the continuous system
approach and afinite element analysis using
ANSYS (a finite element software package). In
addition to the mentioned mathematical approaches, an experiment was conducted to determine the
first two natural frequencies of the same structure (Figure 2). The results of the three analyses (the
continuous system approach, a finite element analysis usingANSYS, and the custom finite element
analysis) and the experiment are compared.
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Figure 2: Uncontrolled Beam
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In Figure 2, the segment of the beam with the bonded piezoelectric elements is referred to as the
composite portion of the beam. The remainder of the beam is called the untreated section of the
beam. For these analyses, the beam and the piezoelectric elements are chosen to be identical, in
dimensions as well as materials, to the primary system to be studied.
For all the analyses in this chapter, the parameters have values as listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Parameter Values
Parameters
Values
Beam Piezoelectric Element
p, Density 2.526 e-4 (lb-s2/m4) 2.526 e-4 (lb-s2/m4)
E, Modulus ofElasticity 10 e6 (lb/s2) 10 e6 (lb/s^)
v, Poisson's Ratio 0.3 0.3
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2.1 Continuous System Approach
Consider the beam shown in Figure 2.
Assumptions:
1) Perfect bonding between the piezoelectric patches and the beam.
2) Thickness of bondingmedium is neglected.
3) Uniform cross section beam and piezoelectric elements (Flexural rigidity, EI, is constant.)
4) Infinitesimal strain and small displacement.
5) Rotational moment of inertia is negligible. Plane cross sections perpendicular to the axis of the
beam remain plane and perpendicular to the axis after deformation.
6) Transverse displacements at a given x location are the same.
Under the assumptions listed above, the governing equation (Euler Equation) for the free vibration
of a transverse beam is as follows (Thomson andDahleh, 1998):
EIyw+pAy = 0
The governing equation is solved to obtain the first and second natural frequencies of the beam. The
detailed solutions are presented in Appendix B. The first and second natural frequencies of the beam
are f1>z = 71.42 and 545.604 Hz.
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2.2 Finite Element Analysis Using ANSYS
ANSYS is a commercial software package for finite element analysis. It is capable of performing
modal analysis for structures. In addition, this software package is recognized for its accuracy and
reliability. For these reasons,
ANSYS is the software of choice for this approach.
Figure 2.2. 1 shows the 3D model of the primary structure used. The blue arrows indicate the
clamped boundary condition. The structure was modeled under the assumption, as described in
Section 2. 1, that the thickness of the bonding agent between the aluminum beam and the
piezoelectric elements is negligible. The elements used were of type Solid 45 (brick). The first two
natural frequencies of the beam obtained are: fi,2 = 87.59 and 479.78 Hz.
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2.3 Custom Finite ElementAnalysis
Consider the beam shown in Figure 2. The beam is divided into three elements as shown in Figure
2.3.1.
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Figure 2.3.1: Uncoupled Beam Divided into Three Elements
Assumptions:
1) Perfect bonding between the piezoelectric patches and the beam.
2) Thickness of bonding medium is neglected.
3) Uniform cross section beam and piezoelectric elements (Flexural rigidity, EI, is constant.)
4) Infinitesimal strain and small displacement.
5) Rotational moment of inertia is negligible. Plane cross sections perpendicular to the axis of the
beam remain plane and perpendicular to the axis after deformation.
6) Transverse displacements at a given x location are the same.
Under the assumptions above, the governing (Euler) element equation is:
EIyw + pAy - f{x,t) = 0 , where f(x,t) is a transverse force function dependent of x and time.
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Using Galerkin Finite ElementMethod with Hermite cubic shape functions, it can be shown that the
element equations are:
"12 6h
6h Ah2
-12 -6h
6h 2h2
Element equations corresponding to each element in Figure 2.3.1 are assembled to acquire the global
equations of the entire beam. These global equations can be used to solve for displacements at all the
nodes as external forces are applied to the beam.
"156 22ft 54
7i"
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To determine the first two natural frequencies of the beam, apply an excitation force at the base of
the beam (clamped end). The displacements at the free end of the beam (Y4) and the base of the
beam (Yi) are calculated. The absolute values of the ratio Y4/Y1, the transmissibility, are plotted
against the driving frequencies as shown in Figure 2.3.2. The peaks correspond to the natural
frequencies of the beam. For the details of determining frequency response function, please see
Appendix C. From the plot in Figure 2.3.2, the first two natural frequencies are calculated to be:
fi,2 = 87.89 and 534.24 Hz .
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
omega rad/s
Figure 2.3.2: Frequency Response Function of the Uncoupled Beam
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2.4 Experiment
The objective of this experiment is to compare its results with those of the analyses performed in
Sections 2.1-2.3 in order to support the validity of the custom finite element analysis.
2.4.1 Equipment:
1. Test Specimen: Aluminum beam with piezoelectric patches attached as shown in Figure 2.4.1.
The total mass of the beam plus piezoelectric patches is 93.8 grams (0.207 lb).
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Test Specimen
2. B&K 4371 accelerometer
3. B&K 4344 accelerometer (mass = 2.7 grams, first undamped natural frequency = 120 kHz)
4. B&K Charge Amplifiers (2), model 2626
5. PC compatible computer
6. Oros Analyzer Software
7. B&K type 2707 Power Amplifier
8. B&K 4801 Shaker
9. Cables
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2.4.2 Experiment Setup
The equipment used in this experiment is connected as shown in Figure 2.4.2. The 4344
accelerometer is attached to the test specimen at the free end of the beam. The 4344 accelerometer is
electrically connected to the charge amplifier A. The output of the charge amplifier A is fed to
channel two of the computer. The 4371 accelerometer is attached to the shaker at the clamped
location. The 4371 accelerometer is electrically connected to the charge amplifier B. The output of
the charge amplifier B is sent to channel one of the computer. In this experiment, the frequency input
was set to RandomMultisine Mode inOros Software. In this mode, the software automatically and
randomly generates various driving frequencies within a specified range. The signal produced by
Oros is fed, through channel zero, to the power amplifier, which drives the shaker. Oros Software
processes the inputs from accelerometers to produce frequency response function.
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Figure 2.4.2: Experiment Setup
The experimentwas performed according to protocol stated in the Appendix D.
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2.4.3 Results:
The plot shown in Figure 2.4.3 shows the results of the experiment.
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Figure 2.4.3: Experimental Results Plot
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The peaks occur at 75.0 Hz and 41 1.0 Hz. Therefore, the first two natural frequencies of the beam
are:
fu = 75.0 and 411.0 Hz
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2.5 Comparison and Conclusion
Table 2.5.1 shows results obtained from the three analysis approaches (Sections 2.1-2.3) and the
experiment (Section 2.4).
Table 2.5.1: Results Comparison
Approach
FirstNatural
Frequency (Hz)
Second Natural
Frequency (Hz)
1) Continuous System 71.42 545.60
2) Finite Element Analysis (FEA) UsingANSYS 87.59 479.78
3) Custom Finite Element Analysis 87.89 534.24
4) Experiment 75.0 411.0
Table 2.5.2 illustrates percent differences of results presented in this chapter based on the first and
second natural frequencies obtained from the continuous system approach.
Table 2.5.2: Results Comparison (percent differences)
Approach
PercentDifference of the
First Natural Frequency
with Respect to the Result
of the Continuous System
Approach (71.42 Hz)
Percent Difference of the
Second Natural Frequency
with Respect to the Result of
the Continuous System
Approach (545.60 Hz)
1) Continuous System 0% 0%
2) FEA Using
ANSYS
22.64 % 12.06 %
3) Custom FEA 23.06 % 2.08 %
4) Experiment 5.01 % 24.67 %
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The approximation of the exact solutions by the finite element methods contributes to the difference
between the results obtained from the continuous system analysis and finite element approaches. The
discrepancy between the analytical and experimental results is due to the assumptions that the
rotational moment of inertia of the beam is negligible, the beam is perfectly clamped, the thickness
of the bonding medium between the beam and the piezoelectric elements is negligible, and that the
bonding is perfect. In addition, the relatively light accelerometer (3 % of the weight of the beam and
piezoelectric elements) attached to the free end of the beam in the experiment causes the
experimental results to deviate from the mathematical analyses. Specifically, the mass of the
accelerometer and its polar moment of inertia are neglected in the analyses.
Comparison of the results (Tables 2.5.1 and 2.5.2) demonstrates that the custom finite element
analysis is acceptable. In addition, the custom finite element analysis technique is simple to
manipulate, consequently, it is the method adopted for the analyses of the modifiedARDA systems
in this thesis.
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3. Predictions ofModified ARDA Systems
To explore the practicability of the ARDA concept, the custom finite element analysis approach,
which is validated in Chapter 2, is implemented to predict the effects of different parameters on
the modified ARDA systems. The results are presented and discussed.
A sketch of the modified ARDA system under investigation is displayed in Figure 3a. The
system consists of an absorber system and a primary system. The two systems are electrically
connected (coupled). Each system is made of a beam with two attached piezoelectric elements.
Piezoelectric
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Absorber System
==S T I: /
i Absorber Beam J jf
i l--:-i--.:-":z::\j/\\
Electrical Signal Flow
Primary System
Figure 3a: Basic Schematic of aModified ARDA System
The primary system is driven by the exciting force in the directions shown in Figure 3a. The
responses of the primary system are sensed at the free end of the beam. The electrical signal
(voltage) is fed, through an electrical connection, to the piezoelectric elements attached to the
base of the absorber beam causing the piezoelectric elements to strain, which in turn, vibrates the
beam. The responses at the free end of the absorber system due to the vibration is sensed and
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sent back, through an amplifier (kg), to the piezoelectric elements at the base of the primary beam
causing the piezoelectric elements to strain in the opposite direction of the vibration, therefore,
suppresses the vibration. The responses at the tip of each beam could either be the displacement,
the velocity, or the acceleration.
The custom finite element technique as presented in Chapter 2 was applied for an uncontrolled
beam. The method has to be extended to account for the coupling (electrical connection) of the
primary and the absorber systems. This chapter explains, in Section 3.1, how the technique is
adapted for the modified ARDA system studied.
The frequency responses of the primary system for different sizes of the absorber systems are
determined in order to investigate the effects of the dimensions of the absorber system. The three
sizes of absorber systems examined are:
1) Identical Beams System: This system consists of a primary system and an absorber system that
are of identical dimensions and materials.
2) Slightly Smaller Beams System: The absorber system is slightly smaller (> 50 % of the size of
the primary system) than the primary system, however, the materials are the same.
3)Much Smaller Beams System: The absorber system is much smaller (< 50 % of the size of the
primary beam) than the primary system and made of the same materials as the primary system.
The response sensed at the primary system for all the three systems is the acceleration. However,
the types of responses from the absorber system classify each of the three mentioned systems
into two subgroups, acceleration and velocityfeedback, where the acceleration or the velocity,
respectively, is measured at the absorber system and fed to the primary system.
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For the modified ARDA systems whose absorber systems are smaller than the primary system,
the absorber systems have to be designed such that their natural frequencies are identical to the
primary beam natural frequencies to achieve tuning, as discussed in Section 1.3.2 (ARDA
Mathematical Model). However, for both systems (slightly and much smaller absorber systems),
it is extremely difficult to tune absorber systems to the second natural frequency as well as the
first natural frequency of the primary system. Therefore, the slightly and much smaller absorber
systems are tuned to the primary system's first natural frequency only.
In addition, as mentioned in the introduction, the single beam with acceleration and velocity
feedback is studied. The acceleration feedback for the single beam system implies that the
response taken at the free end of the beam is the acceleration. The velocity feedback means the
response measured at the free end of the beam is the velocity. The analytical results of the single
beam system are used as a basis for comparison with the modified ARDA Systems. Figure 3b
shows the schematic of a single beam system. The responses are sent through an amplifier, k,
back to its own piezoelectric element. The piezoelectric element converts the voltage to
mechanical strain energy, which suppresses the vibrations.
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Table El in Appendix E shows parameter values used to analyze the ARDA systems in this
chapter.
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3.1 Custom Finite Element Approach
Consider the system shown in Figure 3.1.1, where each beam is divided into two elements. The
absorber system consists of elements Is and 2s and the primary system is divided into two
elements, 1 and 2. The subscript
"s"
represents parameters applicable for the absorber system.
Piezoelectric
Element
Electrical Signal Flow
Figure 3.1.1: ARDA System with ElementDivision
Assumptions:
1) Perfect bonding between the piezoelectric patches and the beams.
2) Thickness of bonding medium is neglected.
3) Uniform cross section beams and piezoelectric elements (Flexural rigidity, EI, is constant.)
4) Infinitesimal strain and small displacements.
5) Rotational moments of inertia are negligible. Plane cross sections perpendicular to the axis of
the beams remain plane and perpendicular to the axis after deformation.
6) Transverse displacements at a given x location are the same.
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As mentioned in Section 2.3, the element equation in the matrix form is:
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Assembled global matrices can be written as:
[M]q + [K]q = l
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To take into account the piezoelectric elements, the following relationships are applicable for the
composite portion of the primary and absorber systems:
/3A=pbAb + 2ppAp
(p4)J=(pbAb + 2ppAp)s
the vector q = [y, 0, y2 02 y3 03 yu 9U y2s 02s y3s 03s]
the transpose of the displacement vector, qT= [yi 8i y2 62 y3 03 yis 0is y2s 02s y3s 03s]
the transpose of the force vector,/ = [/", 0 0 K3sy3s 0 0 0 0 0 K3y3 0 o]
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The stiffness matrix, [K] =
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Similar to Bi and Bis, to compensate for the piezoelectric elements, the following relationships
are applicable for the composite portion of the primary and absorber systems:
7 = EbIb + 2EpIp
W)= (EbIb + 2EpIp)s
Eb = 10 e6 (1 + r)i) and Ebs = 10 e6 (1 + r|i)
Ep = 10 e6 (1+ r)i) and Eps = 10 e6 (1 + n.i),
where r\ is the loss factor (refer to Appendix C) and i is the complex number, i2 = -1.
K3s y3s in the force vector is the moment exerted at node 2 (primary beam) by the strain of the
piezoelectric elements due to voltage caused by the displacements at node 3s (absorber beam).
The value of K3s is kpkgks , where kp is the voltage sensitivity of the piezoelectric element
mounted on the primary beam. The parameter kp represents the ability of the piezoelectric
elements to convert applied voltages to mechanical strains and vice versa. The value of kp is
given by kp = Ep(tb+tp)-w- dl3 . The parameter do is the charge constant of piezoelectric
elements. The charge constant is a property of piezoelectric elements that relates the
piezoelectric element strain to voltage applied across the element. The subscripts "1" and "3"
signify the arrangement of the piezoelectric materials, where the number 1 refers to the primary
strain direction and the number 3 is the harvesting direction (Nichols, 2001). The variable kg
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denotes the amplifier gain and the parameter kf is the voltage sensitivity of the device
(accelerometer or laser vibrometer which measures velocity) used to measure the response at the
tip of the absorber beam.
K3y3 in the force vector is the moment exerted at node 2s (absorber beam) by the strain due to
voltage caused by the displacements at node 3 (primary beam). The value of K3 is kpkswhere
kp is the voltage sensitivity of the piezoelectric element on the absorber beam and ks is the
voltage sensitivity of the accelerometer. The value of kp is given by kp =Ep(tb+tp)-w- dl3 ,
where the symbol
"A"
represents parameters applicable for the absorber system.
To solve the set of equations (3.1.1), assume solutions to be
q =
Qeita
and take fi = Fie10)t, where Fi is the amplitude of the exciting force and
QT= [Y, 0! Y2 02 Y3 03 Yis 0is Y2s 02s Y3s 03s].
The system of equations (3.1.1) can then be expressed as:
[-co2[M] + [K]]0_ = F (3.1.2)
where FT= [fx 0 0 Ff 0 0 0 0 0 -K3co2Y3 0 o],
Ff = - K3sO)2Y3s for acceleration feedback, and
Ff= k3sonY3s for velocity feedback.
For all cases, acceleration or velocity feedback, the first, second, seventh, and eighth rows and
columns ofmatrix [-to2[M] + [K]] and the first, second, seventh, and eighth rows of vectorsQ
and F can be eliminated because of the known boundary conditions:
y at node 1 = Yi, 6 at node 1 = 0, y at node Is = 0, and 0 at node Is
= 0.
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Upon elimination, the reduced the finite element equations of motion are:
[V[Mr] + [Kr]]Qr = Fr
where the reduced mass matrix, [Mr] =
(3.1.3)
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the reduced stiffness matrix [Kr] =
12(C,+ C2) ethaCz-h^,) -12C2 6h2C2
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12(C1s+C2s) 6(h2sC2s-h,sC1s) -12C2s 6h2sC2s
6(h2sC2s-h1sC1s) 4(h1s2C1s+ h2s2C2s) -G^C^ 2h2s2C2s
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the reduced vectorQrT=[Y2 02 Y3 03 Y2s 02s Y3s 03s] and
the reduced force vector is given by
F_rT
=
[k5Aa)2B1+l2C1)Yl (r13to2B1hl-6hlCl)Yl+Ff 0 0 0 0 - K3co2Y3 0]
Move Ff (acceleration or velocity feedback) and -
K3co2 from the right hand side ofEquation
(3.1.3) to their corresponding rows and columns of the matrix [-co2[Mr] + [Kr]] andmanipulate
the resulting equations to solve for the displacements, engenders:
Qr = [-o)2[Mr] + [Kr]]1Fr (3.1.4)
where the matrix [-co2[Mr] + [KJ] is the matrix shown on the next page (page 46).
To generate a plot of frequency response function, determine IY3/Y1I from equations set (3.1.4)
and plot |Y3/Yi| against the driving frequencies, 00.
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3.2 Identical Beam Systems Analyses Results
The results of the acceleration and velocity feedback systems are presented in this section. The
value of kg, amplifier gain, is varied arbitrarily to demonstrate its effects on the response of the
primary system. Notice that some of the kg values are not practical.
3.2.1 Acceleration Feedback of Identical Beam System
The plots of the frequency response functions (FRFs) with different kg values are shown in
Figures 3.2.1-3.2.4.
Note: The green curves signify the FRFs of the uncoupled primary system and the red curves
represent the FRFs of the primary system of the ARDA system (with the effects of the feedback
from the absorber system).
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Figure 3.2.1: FRF of Identical Acceleration Feedback System (kg = 10)
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Figure 3.2.3: FRF of Identical Acceleration Feedback System (kg = 600)
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Figure 3.2.4: FRF of Identical Acceleration Feedback System (kg = 6000)
Observe that as the values of kg increases, the operating range of frequency increases as well.
Moreover, the peak amplitude of the uncoupled primary system at its first natural frequency is
significantly reduced.
3.2.2 Velocity Feedback of Identical Beam System
The plots of the frequency response functions with different kg values are shown in Figures
3.2.5-3.2.8.
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Figure 3.2.5: FRF of Identical Velocity Feedback System (kg = 10)
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Figure 3.2.6: FRF of Identical Velocity Feedback System (kg = 600)
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Figure 3.2.7: FRF of Identical Velocity Feedback System (kg = 6000)
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Figure 3.2.8: FRF of Identical Velocity Feedback System (kg = 6e4)
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As shown in Figure 3.2.5, the FRF of the primary system due to velocity feedback is not
significantly different from the FRF of the uncoupled primary system for value of kg equals 10.
The effects of increasing kg on the FRFs for the velocity feedback system are similar to those of
the acceleration feedback system; broaden the effective operating range of frequency and reduce
the peak amplitude of vibration at the uncoupled primary system first natural frequency.
However, such effects are more drastic for the acceleration feedback system. Notice also that, at
a very high kg = 60000, the velocity feedback system not only eliminates the peak vibration
amplitude, but also suppresses the neighboring peak amplitudes of the coupled primary system.
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3.3 Slightly Smaller Beam Systems Analyses Results
A modified ARDA system whose absorber system is smaller and greater than fifty percent the
size of, but not identical to, the primary system is investigated and presented in this section. The
analyses results of the acceleration and velocity feedback systems are presented in Subsections
3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively. The values of kg, amplifier gain, are varied in the same fashion as
addressed in Section 3.2. The following are the dimensions of the absorber system which tune it
to the first natural frequency of the primary system:
tp = thickness of the piezoelectric elements of the absorber system = 0.02 in
tb = thickness of the aluminum beam for the absorber system = 1/16 in
lp = length of the composite portion of the beam = 0.25 in
lb = length of the untreated segment of the beam = 4.732 in
w = width of the beam and piezoelectric elements = 0.25 in
3.3.1 Acceleration Feedback of Slightly Smaller Beam System
The plots of the frequency response functions with different kg values are shown in Figures
3.3.1-3.2.3. As kg increases, the effective operating frequency range increases.
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Figure 3.3.1: FRF of Slightly Smaller Beam Acceleration Feedback System (kg = 10)
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Figure 3.3.3: FRF of Slightly SmallerBeamAcceleration Feedback System (kg = 6e3)
3.3.2 Velocity Feedback of Slightly Smaller Beam System
Plots in Figures 3.3.4-3.3.7 are the frequency response functions of the primary system, for
different kg, due to the velocity feedback from the slightly smaller absorber system.
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Figure 3.3.4: FRF of Slightly Smaller Beam Velocity Feedback System (kg = 10)
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Figure 3.3.7: FRF of Slightly Smaller Beam Velocity Feedback System (kg = 6e4)
For the value of amplifier gain, kg = 10, the velocity feedback does not show a significant effect
on the primary system, i.e. the frequency response functions are almost identical. The amplifier
gain does not demonstrate a significant effect on the frequency response of the primary system
due to the velocity feedback of the slightly smaller absorber system. However, as the value of kg
increases to an unrealistic value of 6e4, noticeably, the operable range of frequency is improved
and the peak amplitude of vibration is reduced.
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3.4 Much Smaller Beam Systems Analyses Results
To investigate the practicability of the ARDA concept, the size of the absorber system is further
reduced. The absorber system is designed such that its first natural frequency is equivalent to the
first natural frequency of the primary system. Same as in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the results of the
acceleration and velocity feedback systems are presented in Subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2,
respectively. The values of kg, amplifier gain, are varied in the same manner as in Section 3.2.
The tuned absorber system is of the following dimensions:
tp = thickness of the piezoelectric elements of the absorber system = 0.02 in
tb = thickness of the aluminum beam for the absorber system = 1/64 in
lp = length of the composite portion of the beam = 0.01 in
lb = length of the untreated segment of the beam = 2.3962 in
w = width of the beam and piezoelectric elements = 0.01 in
3.4.1 Acceleration Feedback ofMuch Smaller Beam System
The plots of the frequency response functions of the primary system with different kg values are
shown in Figures 3.4.1-3.4.3.
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Figure 3.4.3: FRF ofMuch Smaller Beam Acceleration Feedback System (kg = 6000)
The same effects, as in the case of the slightly smaller absorbers, of increasing the amplifier gain
on the primary system (the increase of the width of operating frequency range and the
suppression of the FRF amplitude at resonance) are observed.
3.4.2 Velocity Feedback ofMuch Smaller Beam System
The plots of the frequency response functions of the primary system due to the velocity feedback
with different kg values are shown in Figures 3.4.4-3.4.7.
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For the values of amplifier gain in Figures 3.4.4-3.4.6 (kg = 10, 600 and 6000), the frequency
response of the primary system is not noticeably affected. Even when the amplifier gain is
increased to 6e4 (Figure 3.4.7), which is unrealistic, the frequency response is not significantly
reduced. It can be concluded that, for the velocity feedback, the ARDA technique is not
practical.
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3.5 Single Beam with Feedback Analyses Results
A single beam feedback system as shown in Figure 3b is analyzed. The details of the analyses
are presented in Appendix F.
The plots of the frequency response functions of the single beam system due to the acceleration
and velocity feedback with different k values, amplifier gain, are shown in Figures 3.5.1-3.5.7.
Figures 3.5.3-3.5.5 show the FRF plots for the same value of k, 6e4, at different ranges of
frequency.
Note: The red curves signify the FRF of the uncoupled primary system, the green curves
represent the FRF at the free end of the primary system with the effects of the acceleration
feedback, and the yellow curves are the FRF at the free end of the primary system with the
effects of velocity feedback. Each plot contains all three curves.
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Figure 3.5.1: FRF of Single Beam System (k = 10)
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All the frequency response curves in Figure 3.5.1 are overlapped; therefore the plot appears as if
there was only one curve present. This predicted performance of the system implies that for the
amplifier gain equals to 10, both the acceleration and velocity feedbacks do not have any
significant effects on the system. In Figures 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, the increase of the amplifier gain
shifts the first natural frequency of the coupled primary system for the acceleration feedback,
however does not exhibit any noticeable effects for the velocity feedback. As shown in Figures
3.5.4- 3.5.6, where k = 6e4, for the velocity feedback, the response is decreased at the second
natural frequency, but increased at the first natural frequency. However, for the acceleration
feedback, the response is reduced significantly at both natural frequencies. When k is increased
to 6e6 (Figure 3.5.7), the peaks decrease noticeably for the velocity feedback and are suppressed
for the acceleration feedback at both natural frequencies.
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4. Conclusions and Discussions
In this thesis, the practicability of the ARDA concept is studied. The modified ARDA systems are
mathematically analyzed based on the custom finite element technique, to determine the effects of
the size of the absorber system, the type of feedback, and the value of the amplifier gain on the
performance of the absorber system. The performance of the absorber system is a measure of its
effectiveness to reduce the amplitude of the FRF of the coupled primary system at its resonance
(prior to coupling) and the width of the operable frequency range (the difference between the
frequencies corresponding to the two new peaks of the FRF of the coupled primary system).
Based on the two performance criteria above, the following four conclusions can be drawn (The
quantitative results comparison is listed for reference in Appendix F.):
1) The acceleration feedback is more effective than the velocity feedback.
2) Reducing the size of the absorber system worsens the performance of the modified ARDA
system (with acceleration or velocity feedback) because a smaller absorber system is less capable
of providing enough energy to the primary system.
3) Formoderate values of the amplifier gain, the modified ARDA systems with acceleration or
velocity feedback perform better than the single beam system with feedback.
4) Increasing the amplifier gain value generally improves the performance of the absorber system.
Although each of the modified ARDA systems (identical-to-primary system absorber, slightly
smaller absorber, and much smaller absorber systems) requires only one amplifier, the results of the
analyses do not exhibit a superior improvement to Ghoneim' s original ARDA system because, to be
practical, the modified ARDA system requires a large amplifier gain and a large absorber system. In
addition, tuning the absorber system could introduce design complexity, especially for applications
where several modes of vibrations are necessary to be suppressed.
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Two important aspects to be considered for further investigation of the practicability of the ARDA
concept are the following:
1) Analytical investigation of the effects of the material used for the absorber beam and the
piezoelectric elements.
2) Conducting of experiments to support the analytical results. See Appendix H for a suggested
experiment setup.
Though the investigations in this thesis demonstrated the impracticability of the ARDA concept, its
fundamental working principle is still valid. If different absorber beam materials, such as those with
highermodulus of elasticity, are utilized or actuators (piezoelectric elements) of higher charge
constant values are incorporated into the absorber system, the modified ARDA system would require
less amplifier gain. Consequently, the ARDA concept could be of value for practical applications.
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Appendix A
Calculations of the Natural Frequencies of the Primary System as a 2-
DOF LumpedModel
The natural frequencies of the uncoupled primary system are determined as follow:
r Xl
M,A/Ar hAAAH
/
r x2
M,
FigureAl: 2-DOF Lumped Model ofUncoupled Primary System
Equations ofmotion for the uncoupled primary system shown in Figure Al are:
M, 0 *
.
0 M2\x2
+
Kj + k2 k2
(Al)
Assume x = Xeitot
The matrix equation can be written as:
[-X[M\ + [K]]X = 0
where the mass matrix, [M] =
Af, 0
0 M,
, the stiffness matrix, [K] =
! +k2 k2
and X is the eigenvalue related to the natural frequency by X =
to2 (Thomson and Dahleh,
1998). Premultiply the equation (Al) by [M]"1, yields:
[[A] - A[Tj] = 0, where [A] = [[M]1^]]
Next, solve for X to obtain (oni,n2 (First two natural frequencies of the system shown in
FigureAl:
^l,2 =
_
\kiM2 +k2M2 +Mxk2+^k?M2+2klM2\ -2MlM^1 +k22M22+2k2M2Ml +M2k2
2MXM2
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Appendix B
Detailed Solutions ofContinuous System Approach
Consider the beam shown in Figure 2.
Assumptions:
1) Perfect bonding between the piezoelectric patches and the beam.
2) Thickness of bonding medium is neglected.
3) Uniform cross section beam and piezoelectric elements (Flexural rigidity, EI, is constant.)
4) Infinitesimal strain and small displacement.
5) Rotational moment of inertia is negligible. Plane cross sections perpendicular to the axis of the
beam remain plane and perpendicular to the axis after deformation.
6) Transverse displacements at a given x location are the same.
For free vibration, the governing equation for a transverse beam is:
EIyw+pAy = 0 (Bl)
To solve Equation (Bl), let y = Y(x)e , Equation (Bl) becomes
EIYw-pAojzY = 0 (B2)
The general solution of equation (B2) is:
Y = Aisinhpx + A2coshpx + A3sinPx +Atcospx
?4
pAco2
where ($ =
EI
and Ai, A2, A3, A4 are constants.
(B3)
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Boundary Conditions:
1) 7(0) = 0
2) y'(0) = 0
3) Y\L) = 0 , L = h + \2 (Moment at the end of beam = 0)
4) Y""(L) = 0 (Shear at the end of beam = 0)
5)Y1(1,) = Y2(11)
6)y1/(/1) = y2'(/1)
l)Yl\ll) = Y2Vl)
S)YlVl) = Y2Vl)
Consider the composite portion of the beam. To compensate for the piezoelectric elements, Pi, pp, Pb,
Ap, Ab, Eb, Ep, Ip, and lb are related as follows:
P*
=
p " cor2
, where Pi is applicable to the composite section of the beam.
(EbIb +2EpIp)
Equation (B3) for the composite portion of the beam becomes:
Yi = AisinhPix + A2coshPix + A3sinPix + A4COSP1X (B4)
where Yi is relevant to the composite segment of the beam.
For the untreated portion of the beam,
P*
_ b_b
^ where p2 is applicable to the untreated section of the beam.
Ebh
Also change constants Ai, A2, A3, andAito Bi, B2, B3, and B4, respectively, to distinguish the two
portions of the beam.
Equation (B3) for the untreated part of the beam becomes:
Y2 = Bisinhp2x + B2coshp2x + B3sinp2x + B4cosp2x (B5)
where Y2 is valid for the untreated segment of the beam.
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Apply the boundary conditions to yield equations B6-B13:
A2 + A4 = 0
Ai + A3 = 0
Bisinhp2L + B2cosh|32L - B3sinP2L - B4cosP2L = 0
BiCOshf32L + B2sinhp2L - B3cosP2L + B4sinP2L = 0
(B6)
(B7)
(B8)
(B9)
AisinhPili + A2coshPili + A3sinPili + AjCOsPili = Bisinhp2li + B2coshp2li + B3sinp2li + B4cosp2li
(BIO)
AiPiCOshPili + A2PisinshPili + A3PicosPili A4P1SU1P1I1 = BiP2coshp2li + B2p2sinhp2li +
B3p2cosp2li - B4p2sinp2li (B 1 1 )
AiPi2sinhPili + A2fji2coshp\li - AgP^sinfrli - AtP^cosPili = BiP22sinhp2li + B2p22coshp2l! -
B3p22sinP2li - B4p22cosf>2li (B12)
AiPi3coshPili + A2Pi3sinhPili - A3Pi3cosPili +A^sinPili = Bip23coshp2li + B2p23sinhp2li
BsP^cosP^! + B4p23sinp2li (B13)
Put equations B6-B13 in matrix form:
0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 sinh ft L cosh P2L -sin P2L
0 0 0 0 coshftL sinh P2L -cosP2L
sinh /?,/, cosh ft/, sin ft/, cos/?,/, - sinh ft/, - cosh ft/, - sin ft/,
Pl cosh ft/, ft sinh ft/, ft COS ft/, -A sin/?,/. -ft cosh ft/, - P2 sinh ft/, -ft cos ft/,
ft sinh ft/, ft2 cosh ft/, ~Pl sin ft/, -PI cos ft/, -PI sinh ft/, -P22 cosh ft/,
ft2
sin ft/,
ft3
cosh ft/, ft3 sinh ft/, ~Pl cos ft/, PI sin ft/, -Pi cosh ft/, -# sinh ft/, ft cos ft/,
0 "V
0 ^ 0
-cos ftL 4 0
sinftL A4 0
-cos ft/, B, 0
ft sin ft/, *2 0
ft2
cos ft/, B3 0
-ft sin ft/, A. 0
For the solutions to be nontrivial, determinant of the first matrix (matrix that contains Piand p2) has
to be zero, thus, Equation (B14) (below).
0
0
-cosftL
sinftL
-cosft/,
ft sin ft/,
ftcosft/,
sin ft/,
0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 sinh ftL coshftL -sin ftL
0 0 0 0 coshftL sinh ftL -cosftL
sinh ft/, cosh ft/, sin ft/, cosft/, -sinhft/, -coshft/, -sin ft/,
A cosh ft/, /?, sinhft/, AcosftZ, -A sin ft/, -ft cosh ft/, -ft sinh ft/, -ft cosft/.
ft sinh ft/, ft2 cosh ft/, sin ft/, cosft/, sinh ft/, -ftcoshft/,
ft2
sin ft/,
ft cosh ft/, ft sinh ft/, cos ft/, A3 sin ft/, -ft cosh ft/, -ft sinh ft/, ft cosft/,
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Notice that there are two variables, Piandp2, in Equation (B14), however, they are related as follows:
PI EbIb
P*
Substitute parameter values listed in Table 2, yields:
1 .
m3
h=-wti^- i
12 12 A
1
6144
WiVwa+(vd2)=
12
fiVl (
+
v ,32, V
i A+j_
16
+
64
^
32 vj
76
393216
where D = distance between centers of gravity along the y-axis of beam and piezoelectric patch,
therefore,
Pi=.77375 p2 (B15)
Substitute Equation (B15) into (B14), then solve for p2. Although there are an infinite number of
solutions, only the first two values of p2 correspond to the first two natural frequencies of the beam.
P2 = 0.25, 0.691
Since/?,4
=
PbAb(
, a>i 2 = 448.73 and 3428.13 rad/s.
Ebh
As a result, fM = 71.42 and 545.604 Hz.
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Appendix C
Detailed Solutions of the Custom Finite Element Approach
Consider the beam shown in Figure 2. The beam is divided into three elements as described in
Section 2.3.
Assumptions:
1) Perfect bonding between the piezoelectric patches and the beam.
2) Thickness of bondingmedium is neglected.
3) Uniform cross section beam and piezoelectric elements (Flexural rigidity, EI, is constant.)
4) Infinitesimal strain and small displacement.
5) Rotational moment of inertia is negligible. Plane cross sections perpendicular to the axis of the
beam remain plane and perpendicular to the axis after deformation.
6) Transverse displacements at a given x location are the same.
Under the assumptions above, the Euler element equation is:
7y(4) + pAy - f(x,t) = 0 , where f(x,t) is a force function dependent of x and time.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the following are the element equations of motion (Equations Set CI):
"156 22h 54 -\3h A
pAh\
420 J
22/i
54
Ah2
13/i
I3h
156 -22h
0,
y\
+ (EI)
A J
-13A
3h2
-22h
Ah2
_ A.
"
12 6h -12 6h
6h 4ft2 -6h 2h2
-12 -6h 12 -6h
6h 2h2 -6h Ah2
A
'
v, '/i
'
Ox
y2
=
-Mx
-v2
+
A _M2_ .Me2.
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Equations Set CI can be written as
[M]q + [K]q = f, where
[M]= fM*
420
a =k *;
156 22/i
22/i 4ft2
54 13ft
-13ft
3ft2
-22//
?2 e2]
54
13ft
156 -22ft
-2 i
4ft2
_
12 6ft -12 6ft
6ft 4ft2 -6ft 2ft2
-12 -6ft 12 -6ft
6ft 2ft2 -6ft 4ft2
T=[yi 6i y2 02]
f = fi + fe, where the internal force vector,, is given by
fjT
= [Vi -Mi -V2 M2] and the external
force vector, fe, is given by
feT
= [fi Mei f2 Me2].
Assemble element equations to obtain global matrices:
q becomes |j, 0, y\ d2 % 63 y4 04\.
2Tbecomes [yi 8i y2 92 y3 93 y4 94].
The global mass matrix, [M] =
1565, 22ft,5, 545, -13ft,5, 0 0 0 0
22ft,5, 4ft,25, 13ft,5, -3ft,25, 0 0 0 0
545, 13ft,5, 3125, 0 545, -13ft,5, 0 0
-13ft,5, -3ft,25, 0 8ft25, 13ft,5, 5, 0 0
0 0 545, 13ft,5, 156(5, +52) 22(ft252-fc,5,) 5452 -13ft252
0 0 -13ft,5, -3ft,25, 22(ft252-ft,5,) 4(ft,25,+ft2252) 13ft252 -3ft252
0 0 0 0 5452 13ft252 15652 -22ft252
0 0 0 0 -13ft252 -3ft252 -22ft252 4ft252
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The global stiffness matrix, [K] =
12C,
6ft,C,
-12C,
6ft,C,
0
0
0
0
6ft,C,
4ft,2C,
-6ft,C,
2ft,2C,
0
0
0
0
-12C,
-6ft,C,
24C,
0
-12C,
6ft,C,
0
0
The global force vector, f =
Vi + /, Vi +
-Ml -M,
v2-v2 0
-M2 +M2
V3-V3
=
0
0
-M3+M3 0
v4 0
-M4 0
6ft,C,
2ft,2C,
0
8*,2C,
-6ftjC,
2ft,2C,
0
0
0
0
-12C,
-6ft,C,
12(C,+C2)
0
0
6ft,C,
2A,2C,
6(ft2C2-ft,C,)
-12C2
6ft2C2
-6ft2C2
2h2C2
0
0
0
0
12C,
${h2C2-\Cx) A(htCx+h22C2) -6h2C2
12C2
-6h2C2
V4 = 0 (Shear force is zero at the end of the beam)
Mi = 0 (Assumptions 4 and 5)
0
0
0
0
6ft2C2
2ft2C2
-6ft2C2
4ft22C2
where
(
B1 =
420
and B2 = (pb\K\
420
C,=
(Ti^
andC2 =
'vS
fi = external driving force exerting at node 1 with the magnitude of Fi and the frequency of co.
To compensate for the piezoelectric elements the following relationships are applicable for elements
1 and 2:
7= EbIb + 2EpIpand
/3A=pbAb + 2ppAp
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For this analysis, Eb and Ep are different from the continuous system approach. The values of Eb and
Ep are as follow:
Eb = 10 e6 (1 + rp) psi
Ep=10e6(l+rii)psi
where n. is the loss factorwhich typically equals 0.01 and i is the complex number
(i2
= -1). The loss factor is taken into account for the beam and piezoelectric elements.
To solve the system of equations CI, assume solutions to be:
q =
O_eitot
and f = Feitot where 0_T = [Yi i Y2 02 Y3 03 Y4 04].
The resulting equations ofmotion are:
[-oj2[M] + [K]]Q = F
The first two rows and columns can then be eliminated because the boundary conditions at node 1
(clamped location) are known: y at node 1 = Yi and 9 at node 1=0.
Eliminate the first two rows and columns, yields the reduced equations ofmotion:
(54co2Bx +12C,)y,
[-0J2[Mr] + [Kr]]Qr =
{-\3(02Bxhx-6Cxhx)Yx
0
0
0
0
where [Mr] =
3125, 0 545, -13ft,5,
0 8ft,25, 13ft,5, 5,
545, 13ft,5, 156(5, +52) 22(ft252 -ft,5,)
-13ft,6, 5, 22(ft252-ft,5,) 4(ft,25, +ft252)
0 0 545,
0 0 -13ft252
13ft252
-3ft252
0
0
5452
13ft252
15652
-22ft252
0
0
-13ft252
-3ft252
-22ft252
4ft252
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[KJ =
24C, 0 -12C 6ft,C, 0
0 8ft,2C -6ft,C 2ft,2C 0
-12C -6ft,C, 12(C,+C2) 6(^-^0,) -12C2
6ft,C, 2ft,2C eQif^hfO,) A{hlCx+hlC2) -e\c2
0
0
6ft2C2
2%C2
0
0
0
0
-12C2
6/1^
-ehp,
1h\C2
\2C2 -dhf2
-6h2 Ah]C2
andO/=[Y2 02 Y3 03 Y4 04].
Solve Equations Set (CI) for displacements at nodes:
(54<y2S,+12C1)y,
Qr=[-oj2[Mr] +
[Kr]]1
(-13fl>2J?,a, - eC.hJY,
0
0
0
0
(C2)
The plot of the frequency response function (IY4/Y1 1 vs. driving frequencies) peaks at the natural
frequencies of the beam. Substitute the following parameters and those listed in Table 2 into (C2)
and generate the frequency response function plot:
hi = length of elements 1 and 2=1 inch
h2 = length of element 3 = 6 inch
Ib=_.w-f63= 1- - =
12
"
12 8 6144
in
IP =
( 1 3)
w-tl \+
,12 'J
(V>')= -U
12
(l_
32
)V
\ J v
1 rj_ j^
16
+
64
2^
32 v
76
393216
in
D = distance between centers of gravity, along the y-axis, of beam and piezoelectric patch
The plot of the frequency response function is shown in Figure CI.
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Figure CI: Frequency Response Function of theUncoupled Beam
From the plot depicted in Figure CI, the first two natural frequencies were calculated to be:
fu = 87.89 and 534.24 Hz .
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Appendix D
Experiment Procedure
This experiment procedure was modified from Lab 3 (Transmissibility by Random Excitation) of the
Engineering Vibration Course at Rochester Institute of Technology. The original procedure was
written by Dr. Richard G. Budynas and Rolf Orsagh in 1998.
The Procedure:
1. Clamp the beam along Line A, edge of piezoelectric element, as shown in Figure Dl.
^
/ Piezoelectric Element
2 pics
1
1/32"
> Beam
^ i" ^
A Line A. Clamp
o w
beam here.
Figure Dl: Clamped Location ofTest Specimen
2. Set the sensitivity of the charge amplifier that is connected to the 4344 accelerometer (located at
the free end of beam) to 29.7 pC/g. The actual value of the sensitivity obtained from the
accelerometer data sheet is 2.97 pC/g. However, this value affects only the amplitude, not the natural
frequencies. Set the Volts/Unit Out on the charge amplifier to 10.
3. Set the other charge amplifier that is connected to the 4371 accelerometer (located at the clamed
end of beam.) to 10.0 pC/g (according to 4371 accelerometer data sheet). Set the Volts/Unit Out on
the charge amplifier to 10.
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4. Set B&K power amplifier as follow:
Head Constant: 58.4 (mm/s)/V
MaximumDisplacement Limit: 12.7 mm
Current Limit: 22 A RMS
Output Impedance: Low
Direct Current Output: 5
Amplifier Gain: Reset
5. Turn the power amplifier on. After 5 seconds, turn its power switch to "Load On'
6. Open Oros. Open 3 windows:
Input Channel 1
Input Channel 2
TransferHI: Channel 2 / Channel 1
7. Configure the analyzer as follow:
In "Analysis" Folder, set:
Overlap: Retrigger
Window Set 1 and 2: Uniform
FFT Resolution: 1601
In "Frequency/Zoom" Folder, set:
Frequency Range: 0-1 kHz
Zoom Factor: Without
In the "Average" Folder, set:
Domain: Spectral
Mode: Linear
Number: 1
Refresh Rate: 1
In "Generator" Folder, set:
Generator: Random Multisine
Start Frequency: 0.00062 kHz
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End Frequency: 1 kHz
Level (Sine): 25 mV
Block Size: Same As FFT Size
8. Turn the power amplifier gain up to 3.
9. Set "Input Front End" as follow:
Range: Set to the minimum voltage that does not cause the overload light on the screen to
come on.
External Attenuator: Off
Coupling: AC
Transducer Type: AccelerationMeter, g
Sensitivity: Volt/Unit Out obtained from the charge amplifier
10. Click the "Run" button to collect data, amplitude of acceleration vs. driving frequency.
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Appendix E
Parameters Values
The values of parameters used for the analyses in Chapter 3 are listed in Table El, below:
Table1: Parameters Values
Parameters
Values
Primary System Absorber System
Piezoelectric Beam Piezoelectric Beam
p (lb-s^/in4) 2.526 e -4 2.526 e -4 2.526 e -4 2.526 e -4
E (psi) 10 e 6 10 e 6 10 e 6 10 e 6
thickness (in) 1/32 1/8 Varies* Varies*
width (in) 1 1 Varies* Varies*
length (in) 2 6 Varies* Varies*
di3(C/lb) 8e-10 - 8e-10
ks of accelerometer (V/(in/s2)) - 2.07 e -5 - 2.07 e -5
ks of laser vibrometer (V/(in/s)) - 1.27 - 1.27
* The values vary for each case. Please refer to the values listed in the pertaining sections.
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Appendix F
Analysis Approach of the Single Beam System with Feedback
The analysis approach is based on the custom finite element presented in Section 2.3. For the single
beam with feedback system, to add feedback, the moment due to the mechanical strain of the
piezoelectric elements is added to the force vector as an external force. Consider Figure 3b, the
composite portion of the system is divided into two equal elements and the third element covers the
entire untreated segment of the structure.
Assumptions:
1) Perfect bonding between the piezoelectric patches and the beam.
2) Thickness of bonding medium is neglected.
3) Uniform cross section beam and piezoelectric elements (Flexural rigidity, EI, is constant.)
4) Infinitesimal strain and small displacement.
5) Rotational moment of inertia is negligible. Plane cross sections perpendicular to the axis of the
beam remain plane and perpendicular to the axis after deformation.
6) Transverse displacements at a given x location are the same.
Under the assumptions above, the Euler element equation is:
EIyw + pAy - f(x,t) = 0 , where f(x,t) is a force function dependent of x and time.
As discussed in Section 2.3, it can be shown that the element equations are (Equations Set Fl):
pAh
420 J
156 22ft
22ft 4ft2
54 13ft
-13ft
3ft2
54
"ft"
13ft
156 -22ft
3
5*2
+ 'EI)
-22ft
4ft2
_ A.
12 6ft -12 6ft
6ft 4ft2 -6ft
2ft2
-12 -6ft 12 -6ft
6ft 2ft2 -6ft
4ft2
"ft" '
v;
"
"/,
"
0!
ft
=
-v2
+
f2
A. _M2_ .Me2.
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Equations Set (Fl) can be written as
[M]q + [K]q = f, where
[M] = fMft[420
f = h
156 22ft
22ft 4ft2
54 13ft
54
13ft
156
-13ft
3ft2
-22ft
-13ft
-22h
4ft2
[K] = 'EI}
0\ y2
"12 6ft
6ft 4ft2
-12 -6ft
6ft 2ft2
02 ]
-12 6ft
-6ft
2ft2
12 -6ft
-6ft
4ft2
flT=[yi 9i y2 92]
f = + fe, where the internal force vector, , is given by
fjT
= [Vi -Mi -V2 M2] and the external
force vector, fe, is given by
feT
= [fi Mei f2 Me2].
Assemble element equations to obtain global matrices.
The global mass matrix, [M]:
"
1565, 22ft,5, 545, -13ft,5, 0 0 0 0
22fc,5, 4ft,25, 13ft,5, -3ft,25, 0 0 0 0
545, 13ft,5, 3125, 0 545, -13ft,5, 0 0
-13ft,5, -3ft,25, 0 8ft,25, 13ft,5, -3ft,25, 0 0
0 0 545, 13ft,5, 156(5, +52) 22(ft252-ft,5,) 5452 -13ft252
0 0 -13ft,5, -3ft,25, 22(ft252-ft,5,) 4(ft,25, +ft252) 13ft252 -3ft252
0 0 0 0 5452 13ft252 15652 -22ft252
0 0 0 0 -13ft252 -3ft252 -22ft252 4ft252
iT
= bx 0, ft- 0-, y3 0, ft. *.]
aT
= [yi 0i y2 02 y3 03 y4 04]
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The global stiffness matrix, [K]:
12C, 6ft,C,
6ft,C, 4ft,2C,
-12C, -6h,C,
6ft,C, 2ft,2C,
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-12C,
-6ft,C,
24C,
0
-12C,
6ft,C,
0
0
6ft,C,
2ft,2C,
0
8ft,2C,
-6ft,C,
2ft2C,
0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0
-12C, 6ft,C, 0
-6ft,C,
2ft,2
C, 0
12(C,+C2) 6(ft2C2-ft,C,) -12C2
6(ft2C2-ft,C,) 4(ft,2C, +ft2C2) -6ft2C2
-12C2
6ft2C2
-6ft2C2
2ft2C2
12C2
-6ft2C2
0
0
0
0
6ft2C2
2ft2C2
-6ft2C2
4ft2C2 j
The global force vector, f is
-M,
v2-v2
-M2+M2
v,-v3
-M3+M3+M
v4
el
Vt + fi
-M,
0
0
0
0
0
V4 = 0 (Shear force is zero at the end of the beam)
Mt = 0 (Assumptions 4 and 5)
where
(
Bi =
v
420
and B2 = (pb\K\
420
C =
<m\
*)
c
andC2 =
fi = external driving force exerting at node 1 with the magnitude ofFi and the frequency of oj.
Me3 =Moment exerted by the strains of piezoelectric elements at node 3
Me3 is given byMe3 = (kpksk)y4. The parameters kp and ks were discussed in Section 3.1. The
parameter k is the amplifier gain (shown in Figure 3b). To compensate for the piezoelectric elements
the following relationships are applicable for elements 1 and 2:
7 = EbIb + 2EpIpand
pA=pbAb + 2ppAp
Eb=10e6(l+rp)psi
Ep=10e6(l+n.i)psi
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where t| is the loss factor which typically equals 0.01 and i is the complex number
(i = -1). The loss factor is taken into account for the beam and piezoelectric elements.
To solve the system of equations, assume solutions to be:
q =
Qeia)t
and f=Feitot, whereQT=[Yi i Y2 02 Y3 03 Y4 04]
The resulting equations ofmotion in the matrix form can then be written as:
[-oj2[M] + [K]]Q = F (F2)
The first two rows and columns can then be eliminated because the boundary conditions at node 1
are known: y at node 1 = Yi and 9 at node 1=0.
Eliminate the first two rows and columns of Equations Set (F2), yield the reduced Equations Set
(F3):
(54o2fl, +12C,)y,
[-co2[Mr] + [Kr]]Qr =
(-13a)2B1h1-6C1h1)Yi
0
M
0
0
where [Mr] =
3125,
0
545,
3
8ft25,
-13ft,5,
5,
22(ft252-ft,5,)
0 545,
13ft,5,
13ft,5, 156(5, +52)
-13ft,5, 5, 22(ft252-ft,5,) 4(ft,25, +ft252)
0 0 545
0 0 -13ft252
13ft252
-3ft252
(F3)
0
0
5452
13ft252
15662
-22ft252
0
0
-13ft252
-3ft252
-22ft252
4ft252
[Kr] =
24C, 0
0 8ft,2C
-12C -6ft,C,
6ft,C, 2ft,2C
0 0
0 0
-12C 6ft,C, 0
-6ft,C 2ft,2C 0
12(C, + C2) 6Qi2 - ft,C,) - 12C2
SQif^hfZ,) A{h\Cx+h\C2) -6ft2C2
-12C,
6ft2C2
andQr^tYz 02 Y3 03 Y4 04]
0
0
6ftzC2
2ft,2C2
-6ft2C2 12C2 -6ft,C2
2ft22C2 -6ft2C2 4ft,2C2
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Subtract Me3 from the corresponding column of the matrix [-oj2[Mr] + [KJ] in Equations Set (F3),
then solve for displacements at nodes, vectorQ:
Qr=[-oj2[Mr] + [Kr]]-1
(54y25, + 12C,)F,
(-13<y2fl,ft, - -6CA)Yi
0
0
0
0
(F4)
From Equations Set (F4), the transmissibility, IY4/Y1I, can then be obtained and plot against driving
frequencies, (0.
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Appendix G
Quantitative Results Comparison
This appendix is the summary of the results shown in Chapter 3. Each table exhibits different
features of the FRF plots of the coupled primary system. Note that the first natural frequency of the
uncoupled primary system is 87.89 Hz. Table Gl lists the maximum amplitudes and the amplitudes
at 87.89 Hz. Table G2 shows the frequencies where the maximums occur and frequency range
widths of the modified ARDA systems and the single beam with feedback. The frequency range
width is defined as the difference between frequencies corresponding to the maximum amplitudes of
the coupled primary system.
TableGl: FRFs Amplitudes of theModified ARDA Systems and Single Beam Systemwith
Feedback
SystemDescription
Maximum Amplitude atAbsorber Beam Feedback K
Identical
Acceleration
10 185 160
60 184 128
600 186 84
6000 180 36
Velocity
10 198 198
600 203 190
6000 188 162
6e4 154 116
Slightly Smaller
Acceleration
10 188 180
600 184 108
6000 188 64
Velocity
10 198 198
600 200 198
6000 228 180
6e4 170 144
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Taljle Gl: Continued
System Description
Maximum
Amplitude (dB)
Amplitude at
87.89 Hz (dB)Absorber Beam Feedback K
Much Smaller
Acceleration
10 196 196
600 186 164
6000 184 122
Velocity
10 198 198
600 198 198
6000 200 198
6e4 208 187
Single Beam
Acceleration
10 198 198
600 198 189
6000 200 140
6e4 92 92
6e6 0 0
Velocity
10 198 198
600 198 198
6000 199 199
6e4 204 204
6e6 140 140
Table G2: Frequencies whereMaximums Occur and Frequency RangeWidths
System Description
Maximums Occur at
Frequencies (Hz) Frequency
Range
Width,
A-B (Hz)Absorber Beam Feedback kg
Min.
Frequency,
B
Max.
Frequency,
A
Identical
Acceleration
10 86.42 88.97 2.55
60 85.15 90.72 5.57
600 81.96 95.49 13.53
6000 73.21 119.37 46.16
Velocity
10 87.89 87.89 0
600 87.89 88.0 0.12
6000 87.38 88.0 0.62
6e4 85.15 90.72 5.57
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Table G2: Continued
System Description Maximums Occur at
Frequencies (Hz) Frequency
Range width,
A-B (Hz)Absorber Beam Feedback kg
Min.
Frequency, B
Max.
Frequency, A
Slightly Smaller
Acceleration
10 87.22 88.49 1.27
600 84.67 91.35 6.68
6000 79.58 101.86 22.28
Velocity
10 87.89 87.89 0
600 87.89 88.17 0.32
6000 87.38 88.17 0.79
6e4 86.74 89.92 3.18
Much Smaller
Acceleration
10 87.89 87.89 0
600 87.06 88.68 1.62
6000 85.62 90.40 4.77
Velocity
10 87.89 87.89 0
600 87.89 87.89 0
6000 87.89 88.01 0.16
6e4 87.38 88.17 .79
Single Beam
Acceleration
10 87.89 87.89 0
600 - 88.17 -
6000 88.97 -
6e4 -
6e6 -
Velocity
10 87.89 87.89 0
600 87.89 87.89 0
6000 87.89 87.89 0
6e4 87.89 87.89 0
6e6 87.89 87.89 0
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Appendix H
A Suggested Experiment Setup
Figure HI displays a setup of the suggested experiment for future investigation of the modified
ARDA system. The primary structure is clamped to the shaker and the absorber structure is clamped
at a remote location as shown. AccelerometerA senses the response at the free end of the primary
structure as the shaker (controlled by the computer) vibrates. The sensed signal (from accelerometer
A) is sent to the piezoelectric elements on the absorber system and to the computer to be processed.
Accelerometer B senses the acceleration at the clamped end of the primary structure. The obtained
signal, from accelerometer B, is sent to the computer where the frequency response function plot is
generated. The measurement device C measures the response of the free end of the absorber system,
which can be either the velocity or acceleration. The signal is sent, through the amplifier, to the
piezoelectric elements on the primary structure.
Absorber"(with
piezoelectric elements)
s4 Clamped
Amplifier /AccelerometerA
Accelerometer B!
/"!
,
T1
WitPrimary Beam w h attached
Piezoelectric Elements
Measurement Device C
(Accelerometer or Laser Vibrometer)
Shaker
PC
Compatible
Computer
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